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SURVIVAL OF THE KINDEST: 

Guest
‘Acts of kindness are more important than anything we can imagine' 

CW: Abuse, Adverse Childhood Experiences, Trauma 

Fritzi Hortsman’s life turned around when she started to learn about trauma, and Adverse 
Childhood Experiences. The insight into something which had flavoured her entire life, and 
the ability to now address this that that had laid dormant and unacknowledged for so long, 
also formed part a great compassionate drive and inspiration to start the Compassion 
Prison’s Project. Fritzi’s understanding that we can be almost exclusively shaped by 
Adverse Childhood Experiences, and that this is far more present in society that we would 
care to admit, coincided with her visiting a prison for the first time. Instead of seeing what 
we are trained to see, (ne’er-do-wells) she saw kindred spirits. Fellow human’s also 
suffering, also weighed down, also living in a state of constant fear created by the 
experience of many great traumas.  

Her work has allowed so many to access emotions for so many men and women who are 
suffering imprisonment, to find forgiveness for themselves so that they can move beyond 
living in the moment of trauma that they are in. Her extraordinary film Step Inside the 
Circle shows how the impact of trauma shapes our society, how many of those we 
imprison are actually some of the most traumatised people, and that becoming a trauma 
aware culture has unlimited transformational potential. '
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TRANSCRIPTION
Speakers: Dr Julian Abel

Fritzi Horstman

Intro  00:04
Welcome to Survival of the Kindest. Each week, your host, Dr. Julian Abel talks to his 
guests about their life, their work, and the role that the presence and absence of 
compassion has played. Join in the conversation by emailing us at 
compassion.pod@gmail.com on Twitter or Instagram at sotk_pod.

Julian  00:33

On this week's podcast I'm delighted to welcome Fritzi Horstman. Fritzi developed the 
Compassion Prison Project through recognising her own childhood trauma. She was 
volunteering in prison at the time, and for many who had suffered in the same way that 
she had. Through her own vulnerability Fritzi recognises all humans with the gentleness of 
all of our weaknesses and importantly, she sees our strengths as well. It is an inspiring, 
inclusive, compassionate vision powered by the goodness of her heart. We all need to 
recognise the terrible impact of trauma, and the possibility of healing. 

	 

	 Hello, Fritzi. Do you want to introduce yourself and just tell us a little about your 
background?


Fritzi  02:09

Hi, Julian, thank you so much for having me. It's so great to be here. Well, I spent most of 
my life as a filmmaker living in Los Angeles. One of the things we did I did was worked on 
a four part miniseries called The Defiant Ones about Dr. Dre and Jimmy IV. And that was 
one of that was one of the great accomplishments of my life, I would say not the greatest 
but it was it was amazing to be working with such talented, talented filmmakers and 
talented artists. And and I guess one of the other great accomplishments is I gave birth to 
Conrad Wood, who is just an extraordinary human, kind, intelligent, and hilarious. But I 
spent most of my life trying to get attention as a filmmaker. I've directed a few 
documentaries, a feature, narrative film, and a bunch of short films. 


	 And what's interesting is all that all my life has led me to what I'm doing now, 
which is the compassion prison project. And so it's kind of a miracle to see all the skills 
that I have accumulated, just so I can do what I'm about to do now, including stand up 
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comedy, including making films, including, I don't know, including working on my own 
trauma and my own adversity.


Julian  03:39

So that sounds like a great story. I'm gonna dig into it. Where were you brought up? And 
what was your childhood like?


Fritzi  03:48

I was born in Chicago, raised in New York City, on the Upper West Side, in a in an old 
mansion, built by William Randolph Hearst. It was, it had actually gone to pot and was 
kind of a rent controlled place where, I don't even know, we used to live on the East side 
and my father quit his job. Then we moved to this place. Anyway, I grew up on the Upper 
West Side, and I was kind of a street urchin. I kind of lived on the streets. My mother, my 
mother was a rageaholic. My father was an alcoholic. So they both, from what I've come 
to understand about trauma is, they both had unimaginable trauma in their childhood. 
And what happens when you have unimaginable trauma, and you don't know what to do 
with it, you take it out on your children and in your on your family. 


	 And so I have eight ACE's, eight Adverse Childhood Experiences. And that's a lot 
of trauma. I don't know if you know what an ACE is. An ACE is, there are a ton of them; 
physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, physical and emotional neglect, domestic 
violence, a parent or or caregiver addicted to alcohol or street drugs, a parent or 
caregiver, mentally ill or suicidal, or a parent or caregiver going to prison. So I have eight 
of those. And what I came to understand is that I've been living my life as a highly 
traumatised individual. I mean, I've been in fight or flight for basically all of my life. And it 
hasn't, being in fight or flight has influenced all the choices I've made. And they were bad 
choices. 


	 And I look around in society and I see that most people are making similar choices. 
We're drinking alcohol, we're getting drunk, we're sleeping with people we don't like or 
care about. You know, we're doing things, we're shopping, we're Workaholics. It's, it's 
just prevalent, trauma is prevalent in our society. And no, well, a lot of people don't want 
to face it. And I really believe that as we face our own, our own shadow and bring it to the 
light, you know, huge transformation is possible, not only for ourselves, but for the people 
in our families, our communities, and ultimately, our society.




Julian  06:12

So not, not everyone is trauma aware or knows the significance of adverse childhood 
experiences. Do you want to just tell us a little bit more about what the long term impacts 
are of these events and why they're, why they're so detrimental when they're cumulative?


Fritzi  06:36

Yeah, I would say the long term effect of trauma is, and like the most devastating effect, is 
a separation from your own self, the denial of your own divinity, the denial of how amazing 
you truly are. And this is for everybody. This is for every single human that's on the planet. 
I love to say this, Jon Kabat-Zinn, he's a meditation teacher and thought leader, and he 
said, everybody in the world is a genius. And that's the truth. And that anything that that 
distracts from that - which is trauma, which is superiority, which is white supremacy, 
which is all the things that we have going on in our society, - anything that detracts from 
that is a lie. And so we are all living in this collective lie. 

	 

	 And so with that, what trauma does is it puts you in a state of fight or flight, when 
you're repetitively damaged, or when people you know, insult you constantly or when they 
hit you constantly, but you don't know. It's really actually if you know, the the swat is 
coming. Your body can adapt, it's the the irregularity of trauma of Trump traumatic events 
that especially for, for aces for adverse childhood experiences, that puts you in a state of 
fight or flight like you don't know when it's coming, which is similar to like prisons, 
everyone is in a state of hyper vigilance. But when you're in this state of like, I don't know 
what's coming, and I better be on guard. Those, you're the chemicals that go through 
your body. It's called toxic stress, cortisol, adrenaline, great if you're being chased by a 
bear, great if you're fleeing from the cops or whatever, not great if this is these chemicals 
are going through your body, constantly day in and day out. 

	 

	 There's a correlation between high Adverse Childhood Experiences, hyper 
vigilance, and adverse health outcomes, including cancer and autoimmune diseases, and 
you're seven times more likely go to prison if you have four or more ACEs. And if you 
have six or more ACEs, you have 20 years, you lose 20 years of your life. Both my parents 
died very young. My father died at 61. My mother died at 69. I'm 58. So luckily, I've been 
addressing these these traumatic events. But you know, I'd be next. And we look at 
COVID and what I'm seeing is unaddressed trauma, which is the body is in a state of 
immune deficiency, it can't fight off another threat. And that's why we're getting so many 
deaths. It's not about you know, it's not about it's just about trauma, or that's all I see, it's 
it's comorbidity, but comorbidity is trauma. 




	 And, you know, especially African Americans, the level of trauma African 
Americans, I don't know about in the UK, I don't know what the issues of trauma are 
there, but I know in my country, African Americans have been annihilated. African 
Americans are on guard all the time. It's street violence, but it's also police violence. And 
it's its systems of contamination and control that extend all the way back from slavery 
and before. So this is, you know, this is what we're dealing with, with just unaddressed 
trauma, generational trauma, and you know, childhood trauma. That's what we're dealing 
with and societal trauma.


Julian  10:01

And, and in particular, these things are not just something that's contained in our mind, 
but it's actually contained in our physical structure and how our brain develops.


Fritzi  10:14

Exactly. And there's like, you can see, in some children in some FMRIs, the brain matter is 
actually less, you have less brain matter, you have less ability, the prefrontal cortex 
doesn't develop as quickly or as or as, as much as it should. And, and also with children, 
the prefrontal cortex doesn't develop fully until you're 25; insurance companies knows 
that, but our Department of Children don't know that, our policymakers don't consider 
that (they're starting to), but we can't hold children to up to this level of infallibility that we 
do to other adults. 


	 And that's one of the one of the crimes that were committing. I mean, the thing is, 
society should be just as accountable to the crimes that they've committed as we're 
holding people in prison, that accountability, it's just hypocrisy, that's what we're dealing 
with is a lot of hypocrisy.


Julian  11:17

So the word accountability comes up again and again in in our podcast, and but in the 
context of ownership, that we have to own our problems, and that we're all engaged with 
it. It's not that, that you want to punish someone, being accountable is more that actually 
each of us individually has a part to play in the society in which we live. And, and 
therefore, somehow we are all accountable in how we behave, how we act and what we 
choose to do. And I like that definition of accountability, because it says, we pay attention 
to everyone and everything. We don't just live in our bubble and separate up, we can 
have a nice life, thank you very much. And then the rest can go to hell, you know.




Fritzi  12:06

And it comes back. See, that's the thing. If you torture, which we're doing currently in the 
United States, if you torture the people living in prison, like solitary confinement, for 
instance... I don't know if you know that more than 15 days in solitary is considered 
torture... And right now, we don't know [for sure] but there's anywhere from 60,000 to 
300,000 people in the United States in long term solitary confinement. 


	 So if you torture those people, and this is goes right back to your question about 
accountability, if you torture those people, and then they're disabled, basically, we're 
creating disabled humans by torturing them. Then we put them back into society, then 
they either commit crimes, or they're so disabled, they can't function. That that has a 
cause and effect, but we're accountable for that. It comes right back to us. We don't see 
it, there's either another victim, either he commits suicide, or he hurts somebody. But 
that's us, that's us creating this problem. And then we don't want to be held the 
accountable. Does that make sense?


Julian  13:10

It does. And and the other thing about it, of course, is you know, the if you start from a 
number of Adverse Childhood Experiences, and what you need is a sense of healing, a 
sense of trying to reclaim who you are as a human being. And then you go to prison and 
you get brutalised more. And, and in addition, that you end up in solitary confinement. 
And and again, you know, on the podcast, we've talked repeatedly, about the powerful 
impact of social connectedness and obviously, compassionate communities. And it's, it's 
what you've done is, you're continuing to traumatise the people who are traumatised, and 
it is the exact opposite of what's needed.


Fritzi  13:53

Exactly, exactly. But it's also by traumatising those people, we're continuing to traumatise 
ourselves. This does not happen in a vacuum. What we're doing to each others what 
we're doing to ourselves. When I yell at my son, in I try not to do that anymore, but I 
mean, once I learned I was traumatised, a lot of my behaviours towards my family, have 
been getting better. And that's really important, awareness about trauma and awareness 
so we can, you know, start healing instead of perpetuating this.


Julian  14:25

So it sounds like you had a pretty traumatic childhood, it sounds really hard. So what 
happened next? Well, as you grew up, did you go to college? Did you stay at home?




Fritzi  14:38

Yeah, so Okay, so, at about 15 years old, I started doing a lot of drugs. I started really 
acting out. And suddenly I saw my grades plummet. And one day, I got an F on a Huck 
Finn paper, on Huckleberry Finn, and that's because I'd read the cliff notes and I had just 
been, you know, I've been a typical teenager. But that that F that or whatever it was really 
woke me up and suddenly I pivoted, I got my act together and I got into Vassar College, 
but not every kid gets this wake up call. This came from some divine intervention, I don't 
know. But there was a wake up call. I got into Vassar College, that was a miracle. And 
then, then I just decided to, you know, to go to Hollywood. 


	 But those Adverse Childhood Experiences, you can just see all of the effects of it, I 
was bulimic, I was promiscuous, I couldn't stay in jobs for too long, because I just, I didn't 
want to be controlled. So that's one of the worst things for people that are traumatised, is 
wanting to control them, because they need this autonomy. Look at our society, how so 
many people don't want government interfering in their lives. And yet, they still want to 
punish the people in prison, which is such a like, it's so duplicitous, but it makes sense. 


	 And I think these are the roots of childhood trauma, we don't want to be controlled, 
but we want to control, we want to annihilate, we want to show our expressed rage and 
take it out on immigrants and people that don't look like us, on anything that feels like 
poison. Or, you know, abortion, we don't want people to be promiscuous women, they 
shouldn't, they shouldn't have abortions, and they should be punished. So this idea of 
punishment, but also get out of my business. 


	 It's an interesting thing. We're in other people's business, and yet we want 
autonomy. So it's, again, another level of duplicitousness that we're that that shows up in 
the United States. And I'm sure everywhere else.


Julian  16:44

It's an interesting one because we can theorise to where that might come from. And it's 
another theme, again, that we've discussed in particular in reference to First Nations 
communities. How they're more interested in interdependence, we're more interested in 
independence.  I dare say the roots go back, way back in, in western civilisation, but they 
seem to be playing out in all sorts of places at the moment. And the irony is, of course, 
that the thing we need most is the interdependence rather than the independence.




Fritzi  17:28

But I think that's a root of trauma, trauma separates, right? Trauma says, I'm, I'm on my 
own, I gotta do this myself. And what it does is it separates you from your community, 
and it separates you from a large a sense of connection and largeness. Like, the thing is, 
when you're alone, you've got to do it yourself; the rugged individual. But it's also, I don't 
care about anybody else, I'm just gonna get what I can get. This is trauma playing itself 
out. 


	 You see this playing out in gangs in kids, I'm just going to get what I can, because I 
know I'm going to die in a couple of years. You see this playing out in Wall Street. And it's 
like, it's like people with blinders on. You know, Jeff Bezos is a great example. And I'm 
sure he's highly traumatised. Because how could someone, the richest man in the world, I 
mean, I think I heard him giving $2 million to a charity. I'm like, dude, dude, this isn't going 
to play. You know, all those people working for you, they're in your community, they are 
supporting your abundance, so we got to give it back to them. 


	 So interdependence is, is crucial, and I'm just learning about it myself. Because I, 
you know, at eight years old, I remember having the thought, I gotta do it on my own. 
That was at eight years old: I can't count on my family because they're nuts. I can't count 
on my community because I don't have one, I don't know what that looks like. And so I 
don't even know where to get a community. I'm we're creating one a compassion prison 
project, but community is kind of an alien idea. 


	 But in its, you know, the Declaration of Independence was to get away from the 
Brits. But it was also it was it's also kind of a meme that we've lived in, in the United 
States that we're you know, we are rugged individualists 'Get out of my business', but 
guess what your business is my business, because if you thrive, I thrive. And if you're 
annihilated, I'm part of the cause.


Julian  19:33

Yeah. And it's interesting that I do think that the fact that that America is, or Eurocentric 
America is, made up of immigrants that and you have that sense of cutting from your 
communities, in almost every family line, do you think that that has a, an influence which 
has been passed on through the generations?


Fritzi  19:59

Absolutely, I mean, you know, we moved to New York City, all the rest of the family, (I 
mean, you can't call my mother having a family) but my father's family was in Michigan. 



We saw them once in a while. Right now we live in Los Angeles, the rest of the family is all 
over the place on my husband's side. So, yeah, you know, we're tribal. We're tribal 
beings, we need community. We're raising children in isolation. And honestly, a mother 
needs more help. It's too much to do, you know, for her to stay sane. And then, you 
know, we have all these single mothers. Yeah, it's, it's not working.


Julian  20:39

It's not working. I think we can see that. So, so how did you get into I mean, that's a bold 
step to go to Hollywood and, and then get into filmmaking? How did how did all that 
happen?


Fritzi  20:55

How did I get into filmmaking? I just, you know, I just did that, like, rising through the 
ranks. But I just, you know, I was a female in a male driven business. And so the breaks 
that a lot of my peers were getting male peers were getting, I didn't get them. Maybe it's 
because I wasn't talented. I don't know. I made a couple films. I think they were pretty 
decent. But I also didn't like learning the rules. I didn't want to learn the rules. And so I 
kind of I'm, I'm kind of a maverick that way. It didn't help me with my film career. But I 
think it's really helping with my prison career.


Julian  21:31

And at what stage did you become aware of the harmful effects of your own Adverse 
Childhood Experiences? And how did you start to deal with those?


Fritzi  21:42

I became aware, I think I was 55 ,over 55. So that's three years ago, I read a book called 
The Body Keeps the Score by Bessel Van der Kolk. And that changed my life. And I gave 
it to my sister, and she's like, Wow, she said, I brought it to my therapist, she didn't even 
know about the book. I'm like, what the heck is going on in this in this society? We're 
teaching therapy, and we have no idea about childhood trauma and the effects. I went to 
a doctor and I said, you know, you know, I wanted to check my cholesterol, because I've 
had high cholesterol, (hello, trauma). And I said, Do you know about Adverse Childhood 
Experiences? She's like, what's that? And I said, and I told her, and she's like, well, we 
can't, we can't bring that to the medical profession, that would have to come up from on 
high. Well, somebody say something, because, you know, when you see somebody with 
heart problems, that's probably a lot of Adverse Childhood Experiences. 




	 So when I learned that I was traumatised, I started understanding that my 
behaviour was not who I was, and that that wake up call was like, you know, it was like a, 
it was grace, it was a moment of grace for me to know that some of the shenanigans I've 
been doing all my life was the cause of trauma. And it's not because I'm a bad person. 
And that's what's going on in prison. It's the same shenanigans.


Julian  23:09

That's a kind of critical statement; that I'm not a bad person. You know, that's a really 
fundamental, fundamental part of all of this is to recognise, actually, you contain this 
incredible goodness, everyone does, and actually, what separates us is minuscule 
compared to what joins us together. But it's a hard message to get when you've been 
traumatised so much as a child. 


	 What did you start to do to be able to work through your traumas? I mean, I can 
imagine it being just a huge relief thinking, Oh, my God, I'm not a bad person. Actually, 
this is just related to my childhood. What did you do with all that?


Fritzi  23:52

Well, I think awareness was like, one of the biggest pieces and I. And then, you know, I've 
learned that yoga helps. And I've learned that EMDR helps, I've learned talking about it 
really helps. And I've, you know, I've heard that mushrooms help. I mean, plant medicines 
help. That's what I've been told. And wouldn't that be amazing to bring that to prison? 
And all these other modalities, you know, that I think, I think, once you learn, you're 
traumatised it's a lifelong journey into uncovering things. 


	 I recently just read a book called The Presence Process, and it's written by Michael 
Brown, and it's really it's about being present to the emotions that are coming up, 
because when we're traumatised, any emotion is scary. Any emotion is like, I don't want 
to feel that and -Hello, hello drugs, hello shopping, hello, work, I'm not going to feel and 
I'm still doing and I still find myself at the computer at 730 and my bedtime is nine, Hello,  
I'e woken up at five I've been working all day - That's trauma, that is unhealthy. 


	 And actually even understanding, like having the awareness that Wait a second, 
I'm escaping feeling. Because I'm so afraid to know what that what I feel like. What do I 
feel like? And the other thing, the other horrible realisation I had was that, you know, your 
intuition and your instincts are all in your body. And when you don't want to feel anything, 
you have no access to like, great information. 




	 Like this morning, I woke up, you know, the information I got this morning was 
'make a make a short video about solitary confinement', but I wouldn't have had access 
to that because I would have been blocked. I'm you know, that's the thing is trauma 
blocks, traumas, freezes, actually, Thomas Huebl, he talks about collective trauma and 
how it freezes. We're walking around frozen, and when we don't let those emotions, 
everything, it's just, you know, it's just frozen in our bodies. 


	 But it's also being kind to yourself being like, fiercely kind to yourself, I love you, 
Fritzi, you're fucking amazing. I think this is this is called recovery. This is called waking 
up to your own divinity, which is on the table for everyone. And this includes everyone in 
prison, there are sociopaths in prison, they're still divine, they don't belong in society, but 
they are still divine. And, you know, we have to recognise that. 


	 And remember, the trauma that they put on other people was the same trauma that 
was done to them. And, you know, we've caught them in the act. But what was done to 
them as children was much worse than anything they ever did, I can promise you,


Julian  26:55

I have this idea that, that most people in positions of authority, whether it's business, or 
politics, or, you know, wherever, that they suffer from these things, but they get away with 
it legally. But the havoc they create is, is probably greater. I mean, you know, you look at 
the, you know, the world is going to pot, environmentally it's a disaster. And the people 
who, who should be making decisions for the welfare of everyone just can't do it. And 
they're frozen and blocked off from the greater good. And it's so it's, it's a disaster. And I 
mean, without getting too political, in particular, some presidents come to mind where 
childhood trauma has been their, the defining feature of their whole life.


Fritzi  27:51

Well, hello, let's look at Clinton. Let's look at Bush, let's look at, you know, Trump, look at 
Obama, all of them traumatised, all of them. One of the symptoms of trauma, I mean, is 
wanting to be seen wanting to be seen whether you what you're doing is good or bad. 
But if you're getting that fed, that's the danger, but that's also the good part. You know, 
for me, it's good. It's good. I want to be seen, I'm, I'm calling it out. So but let's just, let's 
forgive everybody, let's stop canceling everybody know that this is an act of trauma. And 
let's start healing.




Julian  28:30

So having discovered the incredible impact, negative impact of, of adverse childhood 
experiences, how did that lead you? How did you find yourself dealing with the prison 
population?


Fritzi  28:44

Well, one of the things that I've noticed, this goes back to when I was a teenager, I was I 
was taking had a photography class, and I was always drawn to homeless people. And it 
was always like a question of why is it like that? Why are they homeless? Why aren't we 
taking care of them? I would go into like, the red light district in Manhattan, and I would 
look at the prostitutes and I'm like, why are they like that? Why are they doing that? 
That's when I was 14, I would go by these neighbourhoods. I guess it this resurged kind 
of, you know, in my 40s Why are we treating African Americans badly? What's what is 
with that? And so I became aware of criminal justice and the issues of criminal justice. 


And then one day, I got invited to be a volunteer at a prison and I had just read The 
Body Keeps the Score. So I had trauma info, walking into that prison gate. And well, the 
first thing I noticed is there were no trees and I'm like, how can anybody rehabilitate in a 
place where there's no trees? And they're like, well, there's there needs to be a sight line. 
You know, so we can kill them as they're trying to escape. It's like, well, don't kill them. 
Just tell them to tell them to get back into their into their cell. You know, why are you 
ready to kill somebody who is trying to escape? 


	 So I walked into prison and I walked in, and it was a thing called Hustle 2.0 to help 
people become entrepreneurs. And it's just a great, it was a great program. I walked in 
and I'm greeted by men, they made like this tunnel where you walk through, and they're 
yelling, and they're, you're welcoming and high fiving you and I'm just like, Okay. All right, 
everything I have thought about prison is wrong. Like that, in that second that I walked in 
the door. And so basically, it was like, everything I've thought about anything is wrong, 
because if I'm thinking these people are bad and need to be punished, you know, it just 
kind of like floored me and, and the rug was taken out from under me. 


	 And I spent the day hearing about these men's traumas, one of the guys told me, 
his father tried to drown them in a bathtub. And I can see him he had, he was so 
traumatised that you could barely access him. He was just, like, deep buried in his skull. 
And I was like, I want you to come back to me. I wanted to, to have him come back, 
come home. And, and I knew, I knew that day. I could not leave those men alone to fester 
anymore, and they're still festering, those same men are still festering. But I'm getting 
closer, I'm getting closer to bringing them some help. 




	 I think every human needs to go to a prison, because then we will stop doing what 
we're doing. We'll say, Oh, geez, this is wrong. This is actually, this is the wrong thing 
we're doing. Every one needs to go in. And if you're not going to go then listen to me, 
because I know what's going on. And what we're doing is we are annihilating ourselves. 
Because remember that that old nursery rhymes, I'm rubber, you're glue, whatever I say 
sticks to you? It's like no, whatever you say, not only sticks to you, but it sticks to me. 
And it comes back. It's karma. It's Instant Karma. We've got so much karma, that we're 
destroying the planet. 


	 That's what's happening. We're dominating and controlling everything. We're not 
letting it be like the Beatles said, you know, we need to let things be, and let and heal and 
being community.


Julian  32:17

So you find this, you find yourself in prison and you find that you're a fish out of water? 
What did you do with that information? What did you What's next?


Fritzi  32:28

I wasn't a fish out of water. I was a fish in the same pond! They were all traumatised. I was 
traumatised. So there was no, the only difference was they got caught. I was doing it... I 
was an accessory to a robbery. I was lucky. If I was African American living in a different 
neighbourhood. Forget it, forget it. I'd be sitting there with them traumatised and 
annihilated. So but I was a fish out of water in a sense that I'm a white female and a 
bunch of African Americans and Latinos in a prison being held captive. 


	 Yeah, I mean, if you saw step inside the circle, and there's Victor, the big guy, and 
as I was coming in, he was talking to the guy who helped produce it on the inside. His 
name is Sam. Victor said Who is this little old lady coming into prison? And I mean, that's 
it. I'm a little old lady coming into prison saying, I'm traumatised just like you. I'm like you. 
I'm this little old white lady. But that's the thing. There is no difference. We're all in this 
together. And we're all traumatised. And we're all shades of white, black, brown, and 
blue. And when we heal ourselves, we help heal the world.


Julian  33:54

How did you develop your plan? I don't know what the right word is, that your creation of 
community and inclusiveness in prison? How did that start?




Fritzi  34:04

What I decided that day that I was in prison with those 100 men, I said, Okay, I'm going to 
create a curriculum. I'm coming back, I'm coming back to that yard. And I'm going to do 
something. And the prison said, Okay, do it. So I created this ridiculous curriculum. It was 
ridiculous. I saw it. I'm like, What was I thinking? But I walked in there, January 5 2019. 
And I, the one of the first things I said was, I love you. And I said, I'm traumatised and I 
talked about what happened to me. 

	 

	 And the first class was a disaster. And the second class was a disaster. But the 
third class, something happened and, you know, it clicked and everyone was like, Okay. 
And then I realised I needed something for them to experience, what their trauma, what 
their trauma look like in the group and so somehow we came up with the trauma circle. 
There have been a similar exercise called step to the line where you step to the line for 
every adverse thing you've experienced, or if like, if your family didn't have had more than 
had more than 50 books step to the line and all the white people step to the line and all 
the all the people in prison stayed back. So it was kind of like that I wanted that kind of 
experiential exercise that would highlight trauma instead of all the differences in I really 
wanted to show that we're all in this, that we're all have been traumatised, because some 
volunteers would come in and they'd be stepping in to the circle for each traumatic event, 
you take a step. 


	 And I would see volunteers that have, you know, they're one of the volunteers, 
millionaire, successful family just blown out of the water. And she's taken more steps than 
me. And I just looked at her it, you know, I looked at her and across the circle, I said, 
'you?' and she's shaking her head, and I was like, Okay, this is everywhere. This is this is 
in the rich, this is in the poor, this is it. And the only differences is like I got there first. 
That's the difference. 


	 And that's the injustice. It's like, Wait a second, just because you got there first, 
you got to pillage the land, you got to, you know, get the beachfront property, that you've 
get all the entitlement. And then everybody else is left to for scraps. No, this is our land, 
this land is our land. Right? This land is our land. And, you know, the Native Americans 
know that. Put a tent up. Be there. This is yours.


Julian  36:42

Yeah. So this, what was the experiences of the... I mean, obviously, you know, I 
recommend everyone go to your website Compassion Prison Project and look at the film 



because it is so amazing. It is just, it's just fantastic... But for those people who haven't 
seen it yet, listening, we'll go and describe the impact of inviting people inside the circle.


Fritzi  37:20

Where the impact is, you know we filmed that right before COVID, so I can't talk for the 
235 men that I worked with, because I don't really know what's going on. I've heard 
snippets. But you know, it's really hard to talk to anybody in prison, I get a couple of 
letters. I do know what the 35 men that I worked with in 2019 that two of the men 
stopped using heroin, and another man revoked his DNR, a DNR is a Do Not Resuscitate 
order, so if you're in, you know, cardiac arrest or something, just let him let him die. He 
said, No, I want to I want to live. 


	 So that was the impact. That's like the tangible impact. But I get letters from all the 
guys that I've worked with about what I've done for them, there's two, two of them that 
I've worked with, who now have returned to us. And one of them is working with us. And 
another one's having a really hard time. And this is something we've really got to 
consider. Because when you institutionalise a human being, you take away his agency, 
you take away his choices, you take away, how he knows how to perform in the world, 
and then you throw them back out into society. He doesn't have any skills anymore. Like I 
heard a story of a man who had a breakdown because there were five different mustards 
and he didn't know, he went shopping, and he didn't know what to buy, all he ever got 
was one mustard. 


	 And these kinds of things, you know, it's called normalisation. They do this in 
Norway, where you actually go shopping, you do your laundry, you make your breakfast, 
you have knives in your apartment, you live a normal life, the only thing that is taken away 
from you is your freedom. And that's where we've got to get, we've got to get there soon, 
too. We can't we can't wait. And, you know, COVID has been an excuse for a delay. Well, 
let's start. Let's start. Let's start now. We can't delay anymore because people are, are 
suffering.


Julian  39:16

And the other thing is, you know that we see you on this film and you're in a prison yard 
with two more than 230 hardened criminals. You seem really confident in that 
environment. There was no doubt about what you were doing there. And that just struck 
me as it must have taken a huge amount of courage to do that.




Fritzi  39:51

Well, I'm gonna say one thing, I don't think they're hardened. I think they're actually 
softened criminals. 


Julian  39:56

Yeah.


Fritzi  39:58

But these are important distinctions because that's that thought process is in our brains, 
these are hardened criminals. But no, wait, these are these are humans, these are 
humans. And that's, that distinction is really key, in the words that we choose for the 
people that we're talking about. I call them residents I don't call them convicts or inmates 
or criminals, or I call them residents, and I call them citizens, returning citizens. They are 
citizens. They were born in America, they should be treated with dignity and respect. 	 

	 

	 I have courage because I, that's one of the benefits of trauma is one of my survival 
mechanisms was I don't care, I'm going to do it. I'm going to do it anyway. I'm just going 
to barrel through. I mean, sometimes my mother would call me willy nilly, like, why are you 
doing this you haven't thought it through. It's like, well, it's a curse. And it's also a 
blessing. And that kind of bravado that I do have is one of my strengths for sure. 


	 When I was invited to Lancaster prison, I was introduced to a man named Sam 
Brown. He's been incarcerated for over 20 years. But he is one he just wrote a bill to end 
slavery in California. I mean, this man is a genius. This man is a leader. And we are we're 
keeping him behind bars, right? Where's the logic? I don't understand that logic. Why are 
we keeping people that are functioning, half the people in society can't function and this 
guy's he's got, you know, more brains than half of the people out there. And yet we are 
keeping some of our greatest resources locked up. 


	 Anyway, he's the one who organised that circle, he got all those men together, he 
got everybody and he's the one who said, when asked 'Who is this lady who is this old 
lady coming?', he's the one who said, She's cool. Just go with it. So I walked in, it was, 
you know... I walked into my new family, or the family I hadn't met yet, because I feel like 
everybody in the planet is my family. And everybody in the planet is, you know, part of 
me.


	 So when I walked by somebody, and if I'm grumpy, and I've done this, I do this, or 
when I drive and someone cuts me off, I get mean to them, and I, I send out a bad vibe. 



But I'm sending a bad vibe to my family member and ultimately to myself, right? So it's 
really important that we think about every, all those thoughts, we have all those violent 
thoughts we're having, we really need to start interrupting them and looking at them.


Julian  42:29

I have a few kind of observations on that said, firstly, you know, that is the thing that that I 
mean, I work for this charity, Compassionate Communities UK and we've been running 
Compassionate Communities programs all over the place and, and we know that even in 
those small moments of where you smile at somebody you don't know, or chat with them 
down the shops or, you get this little explosion of oxytocin with ripple effects. And you 
feel like you're comfortable every time that happens, these ripples spread out. 


	 And if you take a population based approach to this, you find that, that, then 
everyone is kind of looking out for everyone else. And you develop a sense of trust, and 
you develop a sense of, of place. And of course, the impact of this, in terms of health are 
absolutely profound. But you know, it's not just that, you know, Adverse Childhood 
Events, make you die young, you actually, if you have a program of Compassionate 
Communities, where you create healthy, good social relationships, then you live longer. 
That's if you want to live long, healthy, happy lives. 


	 And there's a really interesting thing, which you, which is just so great to hear, 
about seeing human beings for their full expression of who they are. And it makes me 
recall, there's a British lawyer who's worked on death row in the US called Clive Stafford 
Smith. And when he was talking about it, he said, none of us want to be judged by our 
worst moments, which is so true, you know, and, but then that's a rare skill that you have, 
and one that definitely needs to be shared, which is, you know, see human beings for the 
goodness that's there. And, and if you can relate to that, then you stand a chance of 
relating to the people and the world around you in a, you know, in a positive way, which, 
again, these ripple effects, they just go everywhere. It has a profound effect on everyone.


Fritzi  44:46

It's true, but for me to be able to see the goodness in other people, I have to be in my 
prefrontal cortex. I have to be out of fight or flight because when you're in fight or flight, 
you're looking for threats. You're seeing what's wrong with the world instead of what's 
good. So, you know, it's that's why mindfulness and meditation and yoga and all these 
things are so important. And it's not like, it's not woo-woo anymore. This is this is like 
mandatory for our society for us to get into our bodies and out of, out of our amygdala 
out of the, you know, the lizard brain, the fight or flight brain, the, you know, the violent 



brain, it's where the violence comes from. And, you know, prisons are, you know, 
amygdala centre, it's all fight or flight. 


	 And, you know, when I'm in a in a crappy mood, I'm not smiling at the world, it 
enforces the bad feelings, it actually creates even more, fight or flight puts me more in a 
bad place. So like the power of a good song, or just some exercise, just we've got to start 
moving through this trauma, we've got to move and we've got to move in it. It is about 
movement, and it is about yoga and being in your body dancing, and smiling. And just, 
you know, those snowflakes like I'm obsessed with the snowflakes, again, you know, Dr 
Emoto,  you can put good intentions into a snowflake and they became they were these 
beautiful creations. And then he put... you know about this?


Julian  46:16

No tell me.


Fritzi  46:17

He put like anger and dread into other and the crystals came out all deformed. And if 
we're 98% water or whatever that ratio is, whatever we're putting out or in whatever our 
diet is, we're going to be crystallised into positivity or to negativity. 


	 And I would say the same thing for violent films. I'm really like becoming aware that 
we have to stop making violent films, because the body can't differentiate between 
something that they vicariously see, or that it's being done to them. And it's, it's a 
symptom of trauma, but it's a reaction, and we've got I mean, the 80s and 90s ...if you 
think about all the violent, Rambo and Rocky four, and all those things, like it's just 
perpetuating the violence in our culture, and I think we really Hollywood has got to stop 
has to really consider what meals we're serving to the public. 


Julian  47:15

I couldn't agree more. But I dare say there's a fair amount of people in Hollywood who've 
suffered terrible traumas and coming to terms with that, it's got to be a...


Fritzi  47:28

Yeah, well, that's me. That's me. That's the thing. We're all traumatised. In prison we did a 
lot of Adverse Childhood... I did some quizzes with all the men, and with a lot of the men 
and women in prison 98% have one or more and from the studies done by Vince Valetti 



and Robert, and it was like 64%. But I'm going to say no, I'm going to say no, it's, I would 
say it's 80 90%. Most of the people I come in contact with have had some kind of 
trauma. 


	 And it could just be divorce, or separation in your family. But that's, remember, 
you're living in a bunch, in a in a field of anxiety, and animosity, and as a child, you can't 
differentiate If that's you, or that's just your parents, you don't have that sense. You're, 
you're one with your family. So you're absorbing all of that trauma, and that's, and that 
goes into your body and it freezes, it freezes that part of you. And so, you know, it's a 
lifelong work, but we got to start, we've got to get to work, we've got to get to work. And 
we've got to give each other a break. That's the other thing. You know, we got to stop 
saying you did this, you did this say, apologise, and let's get on with it.


Julian  48:45

That compassion and restorative justice and, you know, lies at the heart of it, without 
compassion we're lost? And how do we find our way, bit by bit, back to a compassionate 
world, where we've been isolated and traumatised and separated from our world? So 
you're expanding your prison program. Tell us what you're doing right now. 


Fritzi  49:14

Because of COVID we haven't been allowed to be in go to prisons for a year. So we're 
creating a video series called trauma talks. And it's really about getting the conversation 
about trauma into the prisons, we really want people and, and we're gonna encourage 
that they get into groups as soon as they can. So you start talking about your trauma in 
groups. 


	 But what we've done is we've got returning citizens talking about their trauma on 
zoom. And so, so we've we basically created the group for the men and women to see 
like, Okay, this guy has eight ACEs, you know, he's raising his hand almost every time. It's 
interesting one of the guys in the group, his father was a correctional officer. So he 
couldn't answer one of your family members went to prison, but his father worked in 
prison. So I would say he has nine ACEs, because he put him in solitary confinement for a 
year, one of his best friends said, Where have you been? I thought you had moved, I 
haven't seen you for a year. He would go to school. And then he would go right back to 
his room and basically be in solitary for a year. 


	 So these are the kinds of things we discuss in this in this group. And the other 
idea, they want to get some celebrities to we're working on this right now to read some 



poetry, and short stories written by the people that are incarcerated, so that they can feel 
that their work matters, that they matter, and that people out in the world care. And I really 
think, you know, hopefully, this, this catches on, and we can get this program into, we 
have a workbook that goes with the program, and it's six episodes, and we want - there 
are 1833 prisons in the United States, I want them in every single prison for every single 
man and woman because I want them to know that they're traumatised. And it's okay. 


	 And you know, you're traumatised, forgive yourself, forgive your family. And if you 
can't forgive your family, forgive yourself for not being able to forgive your family. I mean, 
those are like, you have to get to the deeper levels of forgiveness, because there are 
some family members who have committed atrocities, atrocities, crimes against humanity. 
I mean, that's what we're dealing with. That's what we're dealing with in prison. 


	 These are crimes against humanity. And then we ask these people to these people 
that are incarcerated to perform in society, like as if, as if nothing happened to them, it's 
impossible. And all they know, is violence. I mean, one of the guys at prison said to me, I 
thought violence was normal. I thought you beat up your, that what you did was you beat 
up your wife, I thought, that's what I was going to be doing when I became a husband. So 
I mean, right? Like, what is that, that's what we're, that's and then we penalise them for 
not knowing.


Julian  52:01

And what you're talking about is, you know, that we all carry this potential of being good 
people. But somehow, it’s hidden from us when, particularly when we're brutalised and 
we're brutalised as children. And then, you know, then you can start thinking about well 
you're doing this incredible work in with prison populations, but, you know, then you start 
thinking outside of prison, and then you start thinking about the impact of wars, and, you 
know, thinking about how this is playing out all over the world. And you can think about 
all those places where, where brutality goes on, and it's just perpetuating itself through 
one generation after another. 


	 And awareness, I think the point you made about awareness of the impact of 
Adverse Childhood Experiences is, you know, being trauma aware,  it's hidden, and it 
needs to come out into the public. And I think public engagement through the media, 
through the whole variety of different media is, is really, really important just to bring this 
to light and for people to see, well, I can make sense of the world if I think about it, in 
terms of, of brutality, and the impact that has on human beings and then the next step is, 
how do you change? I would argue that change comes from community, not from 



domination, but from community from learning to be in harmony with the people around 
you.


Fritzi  53:44

Yes, but part of that community is realising that we've all been traumatised that we've all 
experienced some kind of harm done to us like, but these are violations of, of our soul. 
These are soul injuries. And so we shut down because our souls are, you know, we are 
told the world is not safe. And I believe the world can be really safe, can be really safe if 
we start accepting all of it. It's like, we don't want to look at trauma. 


	 We don't want to look at homeless people. We don't want to look at addicts. We 
don't want to look at people that commit crimes. But that's what we've created. That's 
our creation. This is us. This is our trauma in response to other people's trauma. It's 
accountability. Again, we created this, we created homelessness. We created people that 
come home from prison and can't get a job, can't get food stamps, can't get a place to 
live. 


	 So where are they going to live? They're going to live on the street. That's us. We 
did that and then they're going to commit more crimes. There's recidivism, I think the 
state should be responsible for all crimes that are committed by recidivists. So people 
that commit crimes after they've been in prison should be on the state's... The state 
should be responsible. Like that's who's responsible because they didn't rehabilitate the 
people that came into prison in the first place, I think the state should be responsible for 
rehabilitation.


Julian  55:12

So that's, that's a way of saying that the prison system has failed to do what's needed to 
rehabilitate people into being good citizens. And as a consequence, they should be 
responsible for it, not the citizens themselves. And I think there are plenty, there are plenty 
of models around the world in particular, you can look towards the Scandinavia, about 
very low rates of return to prison because they're treated as human beings, they learn 
how to be good citizens. So and you know, under the impact of restorative justice and the 
role that has to play and the role of compassion and forgiveness so yeah, it's great work 
that you... it's great work that you're doing Fritzi and we need to shout about it from the 
rooftops because it's so prevalent and so important.




Fritzi  56:06

I think so that's what I'm shouting. This is one of my rooftops this podcast, right? This is a 
roof top. It like it's like a public reckoning. I think we need a public reckoning of what 
we've done, what we're doing, and let's stop it, let's just say hey, okay, no shame. And 
that's the thing about the no shame piece that you'll see in the film, that six minute film, 
we have to stop shaming the past, the past is over, it's done. In this moment, we can 
make a new choice, we can make a new choice to move forward, and, and repair every 
harm we've done. 


	 And we all know what the harms are that we've done. The politicians know, the 
governors know, the correctional officers know, the people in prison sitting in prison know 
the harms, we can repair it, we can. We need a fresh start, we need to reboot we need we 
need a major reboot, but no shame. 


	 The thing is, look, slavery has annihilated the South, it's annihilated, there's more 
trauma in the South than I care to tell you about. And they are doubling down because all 
the shame that is embedded in that that soil, it is embedded in their in their veins, they 
don't know how to deal with it. And so they deal with it with racism, and blaming it on 
black people. And it's got to stop, it's got to stop because I know deep down, they don't 
want to do this. They don't want to do this. They don't know other any other way.


Julian  57:30

So how, how do you see things developing going forward? Just do you have a sense of 
hope about this?


Fritzi  57:38

Yes, my husband doesn't believe it. He can't believe that I'm so hopeful. I feel like there's 
a swell, it's going to be a swell. And I don't know why I have this sense. But I feel like 
there's going to be a swell of like, Oh my god, what have we done. And it's going to melt, 
there's going to be like a swell and a melting. This is also climate change. This is the 
swell, it's happening in our earth. And it's happening in our, in our veins, we know 
something terribly, terribly is wrong, how we've allowed greed to prevail and not take care 
of everybody, like how we can do that? It just doesn't make sense as an organism. 


	 The thing is, if you go to space, and you look at this planet, we are one cell, we are 
one cell in the universe, we are just one cell. And if we don't take care of that cell, it's a 
cancer and it's going to die. And at my, me as a human in this little organism. I'm one cell 



and I got to take care of myself and I got to take care of my surroundings. And that's 
everybody, that's everybody has to do their part for this thing to work. 


	 The experiment is complete. We know what it doesn't work. Let's do a new 
experiment. Let's do the other side. Let's flip it. What is compassion, community, and 
consideration do not only to a human to an environment to a family, to a society to a 
planet? Check it out. Let's try and…


Julian  59:01

Yeah Quite, Yeah, let's try something different. Because what we're doing sure ain't 
working.


Fritzi  59:07

No, the experiment is done. We're done with the experiment. I want to end it now. As of 
today, today, March 9, we have completed the experiment, the results are in failure.


Julian  59:19

(Laughs)I think this I can definitely see a film and a book about that. What a great plot that 
would make right? We all come to the conclusion that it hasn't worked. And now let's try 
something different. What does that something different look like? 


Fritzi  59:24

Well, it looks like how do we build a community like, I live in a community of people that 
feel like prisons are correct, that what we're doing in prisons is the right thing. I live in this 
community and I don't know how to how to envelop these people and say, hey, let's go to 
the prisons. Check it out. Let's see what's going on in there, or hey! That homeless guy 
who's robbing cars, robbing your car, he's not a bad Guy, we just haven't given him any 
other options. 

	 

	 You're not looking at, you're not looking at the totality of what's going on, you're 
looking at it how it affects you. And because you're so traumatised, you just want them to 
be punished. And punishment is rage, is unaddressed rage and trauma. Period.




Julian  1:00:18

Well, as, as you know, because you're going to be talking at this event, we are putting 
together an Elevate Compassion Summit Series for North America. And we should really 
start talking about this on the podcast, and now's a good moment, because I think what 
we, what we want to do is to have a groundswell of, of a social movement, where people 
elevate compassion to a value of high importance. Because if we're going to change, if 
we are going to make a difference, then it's going to be each of us individually, making a 
much greater use of this incredible compassionate potential that we've got. 


	 And what we hope to do with the Summit Series is, it's so much fantastic work 
going on all over the world, but in the US and Canada, you know, we're partnering up with 
Weave who are part of the Aspen Institute, and you look at things like the ABCD Institute 
Asset Based Community Development Initiative, that John McKnight started in Chicago, 
and there's just incredible amounts of work that's happening, but not always joined up. 
And if we can join it up together, we stand a chance of a very powerful advocacy group. 


	 So we've got great speakers and yourself amongst them, but also Cormac Russell, 
who's been on the podcast and likewise, Julian Holt-Lundstat who wrote this 
groundbreaking paper on social relationships and mortality. And, and, and I think that 
what we're hoping is that people feel inspired, and realise the rationale of being more 
compassionate and relate it to their own emotions, knowing that, should they become 
more compassionate, it actually feels good. 


	 We hope, and you're a part of it, is to start this social movement, which is a social 
movement of the change that we need, you know, from this moment on, let's do 
something different. And something different is creating compassionate communities 
elevating compassion, as a as a value that we all need to aspire to, no one should be left 
out. We're all part of this.


Fritzi  1:02:40

I agree. And I think for the listeners that are with us today, I think we also have to examine 
where we're being violent. And we're, when we're being compassionate, we should start 
looking at our own, just in our day to day experience, like, is that a, is that a 
compassionate thought? Or is that is that really, like, why am I being so hard on myself in 
this moment, because that violence that is contributing to this collective field of violence 
that we're living in and you can feel this field.


	 And we're all participating in it. We're all participating in a you know, I looked at my 
body this morning, I was like, Okay, I mean, but that was violent. It wasn't, it wasn't a 



compassionate thing, instead of saying, Well, you're doing pretty well, for 58. You know, 
and but that's, I'm glad I had that thought just now because I, I've kind of just replaced it, 
and it feels better in my body already. And I am looking pretty great if 58. Um, but I am 
not, you know, I'm not Bo Derek at 18. No, I am not. And nor should I be I mean, I'm, I'm 
a little old lady that goes to prison, right? And it's okay to be beautiful. It's okay to be 
magnificent. It's okay to be spectacular. That's what we all have. And I want to see that 
on everybody.


Julian  1:03:59

I agree. And I think it's an internal journey, as well as an external one at every moment, we 
have the choice of compassion. And every time we act with aggression and violence, 
whether it's to ourselves or to other people, we should be asking ourselves, firstly, is that 
the right thing to do? And secondly, does it come from acts of aggression and violence 
that happened to us? And then how can we forgive that whole process and become 
better human beings?


Fritzi  1:04:30

Yes, and forgive like, I had a fight with my sister. It's still it's still reverberating. I'm 
seriously. This was three years, three months ago, and it's still reverberating and I'm still 
recovering. She's still recovering, and I'm forgiving myself for it. I'm forgiving myself for 
my acts. I'm forgiving her for her acts. And it's hard. It's really hard. But this is centuries of 
violence that we were raised in and I don't you know, just bringing it to light like me just 
saying this helps me talk about the violence that you've created, and that you forgive 
yourself. And remember to forgive yourself for not forgiving as well. That's a key. That's a 
key. 


Julian  1:05:12

It's a good one. I like that one. Yeah, it's, I worked as a palliative care physician, and I 
talked to 1000s of people as they were going through the process of dying, the theme of 
forgiveness came up again and again, and both for the individuals themselves and to the 
people around them. And when applied, that effect is absolutely transformative, and can 
transform people going through real mental suffering to a place of peace and harmony 
and dying peacefully. And we should use it all the time. Definitely.




Fritzi  1:05:51

Yeah, I mean, death is one of the you know, extraordinary birth and death, the most 
extraordinary parts of being alive, right. It's, it's the beginning. And it's the end of this 
incarnation. And it should be a time of reverence. And, you know, reflection and, and 
grace. Right.


Julian  1:06:10

Grace, Grace is the right word. Exactly. So, so far, it's a have we left anything out? Is 
there anything else we should be talking about? Is there another part of the message that 
that you want to tell us about?


Fritzi  1:06:24

I just want to emphasise solitary confinement, I'm just going to say a little bit about it. 
More than 15 days in long term in solitary confinement is considered torture. Right now, in 
the United States, we have 60,000 to 300,000 people that are in solitary, we don't know 
how many people are in, we don't know why they're there, how long, when they're 
coming out, and why we don't know any of these things. 

	 

	 And it's really, we need transparency. And we need accountability on this, because 
the people living in solitary are returning to us. And if they're returning to us, damaged, 
and and deformed, they're not going to function, and then we're gonna have to take care 
of them. I want to take care of them. But I want to take care of them and helping them get 
a job and helping them thrive and helping them integrate. I don't want to see them in their 
room because they don't they're afraid to be in society. And I really just think all solitary 
needs to end in this society. Full stop. Now.


Julian  1:07:22

Yeah, I agree. And, and that again, you know, accountability. This is not happening to 
some someone else is happening to all of us all the time.


Fritzi  1:07:33

That's right.




Julian  1:07:35

Okay, well, that's fantastic. Thank you for that. And, and I asked all my guests three 
questions at the end. The first question I have is, can you tell me about a moment when 
the smallest thing made the biggest difference? 


Fritzi  1:07:51

Yeah, I'm about to start crying just thinking about it. A man named Paul wrote to me, any 
he he's a person living in prison in the United States, and he wrote to me and he told me, 
in the second letter, he wrote to me told me about the extent of child abuse that he had 
endured, and his mother would lock them up in, in, in the cellar, and she tried to kill 
castrate him and just constant, repetitive, horrors that he lived in and I wrote to him as I 
write to everyone who writes me a letter about their horrifying childhood. You know, I 
wrote to him, I'm so sorry. That's not okay. You are, You are a divine human, I love you. 
And that's what I write. And then he wrote me a letter and I'm going to read it to you. 


	 Dear Fritzi, thank you for believing in me. Enclosed is a check for $100 to help you 	
	 continue in your continued efforts to help others. I know things are real tight right 	
	 now and I have plenty. So sharing this with you comes from the heart, as you came 	
	 in with your needle and thread placed a patch on the gaping wound, in order to 	 	
	 help make me whole. Words will never repay the kindness you have shown. Thank 	
	 you again.  

	 And that ripple is going through that prison right now. And that ripple went to me 
and went right back to me, and it showed me that my work is valuable and that acts of 
kindness are more important than anything we imagined. 


Julian  1:09:38

I think that's beautifully put, acts of kindness and more important than anything we can 
imagine. And wherever we can, we should do that. What a... I mean, I think that's... it's a 
great, it's like, you know, watching the film and watching how you are, and also I mean, 
prisons again is a recurrent theme on the podcast and that sense of redemption and 
healing that comes from even just one person sharing the love and having the kindness. It 
can be completely transformative. What a, What a great letter. The second question I 
have is, what is your favourite public moment of compassion?




Fritzi  1:10:32

I'm going to say that circle right now I'm going to, for me, yeah, being in that circle.


Julian  1:10:40

It's a great one. And people can come watch that for themselves and judge for 
themselves. It's, it's it is, looks just amazing. And the third thing is what matters most to 
you in your life?


Fritzi  1:10:55

Most family and my bigger family, my global family, and really getting this prison thing 
right. Our mission in three years is to have all prisons become healing centres. And 
because we know if you've committed a crime, you've been traumatised, the algorithm is 
clear. And there's no reason why we need to torture anyone ever again.


Julian  1:11:22

And if people are feeling inspired, and want to help out and want to join in or donate 
money, or whatever it is, how do they do that?


Fritzi  1:11:31

Please visit www.CompassionPrisonProject.org  And just go wander and explore on that 
website. There's opportunities for volunteering, for letter writing to other people in prison, 
to donate because we really need some support to keep this thing going. Because we 
just were like a-little-machine-that-could. We have like 500 volunteers, but we still need 
more volunteers. I want, I need volunteers to help me figure out this solitary thing. And 
really, and also get involved in your local prisons find out what they need, how can they 
help? 


	 Adopt a prison, we have an adopted prison program at 
CompassionPrisonProject.org, where you take care of making sure that prison has books, 
yoga, mats, classes, education, why is why is it all? Why are we hoarding all of our 
resources? Why do only the wealthy get great education? Let's get education to 
everybody. Because guess what? If you are educated, you have like a 2% chance of 
being in prison a 2% chance of recidivating if you have a degree, you know, this, these 
figures are available. 


http://www.CompassionPrisonProject.org


	 We know what works, why are we, why are we hoarding our wealth, our resources? 
Give them to Compassion Prison Project, and give some to your community and let's go, 
it'll change things.


Julian  1:12:53

Well, that's the perfect note to end on. Thank you so much for taking the time to talk 
about your fantastic work and I just hope it grows and grows and grows.


Fritzi  1:13:05

It will Julian because compassion is when it's needed now and I think everybody listening 
to that will agree.


Outro  1:06:26
Thank you for listening to Survival of the Kindest. To join in the conversation, email us on 
compassion.pod@gmail.com or follow us on Twitter and Instagram at sotk_pod. Please 
join us next week for another compassionate chat.
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